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JMU hires 70 new
faculty members
by B. L Scholten
senior writer
The hiring of 70 new full-time
faculty members might make getting
classes easier, the vice president for
academic affairs said recently.
"We wanted to reduce reliance on
part-time people," said Dr. Bethany
Oberst
Of the 70 new hires, 26 replaced
retiring faculty, 18 were new positions
and many of the remaining 26 were
hired to replace part-time faculty.
Full-time faculty are more available
to help students and are able to get
involved with academic advising and
advising student activities, she said.
Most full time faculty teach four
classes each.
"During the course of the year we
thawed 10 positions that had been
frozen," Oberst said.
Frozen positions are positions that
became vacant during previous years
but were not filled because of budget
restraints, she said.
Fred Hilton,
director of
communication for the president's
office, said that the budget cuts from
the last few years that put faculty

development on hold are finally
leveling off as the universtiy
redistributes its money.
"Last year with the budget as
restrained as it was, we froze a
number of positions," he said. "We
don't actually have more money,
things are just finally evening out after
the cuts and changes we've made
internally."
Positions were thawed in the mass
communication, musk, sociology and
anthropology, accounting, IDS,
marketing, early and middle
education, and secondary education
departments, Oberst said.
A freshman seminar position was
thawed in the College of Health and
Human Services, as well as a position
in the College of Education and
Psychology also, Oberst said.
JMU also created eight new
positions.
"We did some shifting around to be
able to put more strength in teaching,"
Oberst said.
The eight new positions are in the
departments
of
economics,
psychology, theater and dance, speech
pathology, health science, biology,
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by Brent Saunders
contributing writer
Since the dust settled on last semester's Student
Government Association election, the newly elected
Executive Council has been working to make its
campaign promises a reality.
One problem SGA President Danny Cruce wants
to solve involves frustrated students who feel they
can't communicate with the JMU administration and
faculty.
"The more comfortable you make the students
with the faculty or the students with the
administrators, the easier communication is going to
be," he said.
Cruce said that one way to open communication
lines is to continue holding faculty/student forums
begun last year. Last year's forum addressed such
issues as low morale on campus and misconceptions

that students and faculty have for each other.
"What we would like to do this year is include the
administration since it worked so well with the
faculty and students," he said.
SGA Secretary Laura McClintock said last year's
forum with JMU President Ronald Carrier was a
good beginning, but that "it wasn't as successful as it
could have been." She says the Executive Council
needs to come up with a format that fosters more of
an exchange between the administration and
students.
McClintock also wants a dialogue opened
between students and the SGA itself. She said she's
particularly concerned that the voices of student
groups like Harmony, a group concerned with gay,
lesbian, and bisexual issues, and the Black Student
Alliance be heard.
"It's important to get a good start and go out and
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Faculty
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sociology and anthropology, and foreign languages.
Oberst said the faculty members that were hired to
fdl the new positions are not tenure-track, adding
that it gave the administration "more time to look at
where we'll be in the long run.
"We keep a certain number of positions
nontenure-track for flexibility."
Oberst said the administration decided which
departments got the new faculty members by looking
strictly at student demand for courses.
"We are teaching more this year," Dr. James
Benedict, professor of psychology, said.
The psychology department hired five faculty this
year.
Benedict said that the department will offer about
four news sections for each new faculty member, this
does not include those replacing retired or part-time
faculty. He also said that there is a tremendous
demand for psychology courses that the department
still can't meet
The number of majors have almost doubled over
the last eight years," he said. But he added the new
eight positions and the thawed positions are "a good
omen."

NEW FACULTY AT JMU
No.
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SGA
COKTHiUED from page 1
do some outreach in some of the organizations that
haven't historically been in touch with student
government," she said.
Cruce said that a good start would be getting
students from such organizations involved in the
student senate.
"One of our biggest goals is to improve
communication by encouraging organizations that
don't usually participate in SGA to come out and run
for a senate position or regularly attend our meetings
to have a better understanding of SGA and have
better access to funds," he said.
Cruce said that if these groups become more
aware of the process involved in getting funds, they
will more likely go through the necessary steps to
get needed money.
Legislative Vice President Nelly Nguyen says that
JMU needs "more programs to assimilate the
commuters with the campus." She also hopes to have
emergency phones placed outside of every major
apartment complex off campus, more lighting

installed on Main Street and bike paths built.
Nguyen also supports making condom machines
available to all students, an idea made popular by
Jim Acosta, one of last year's candidates for SGA
president
But changes to improve student life both on
campus and of f are are not as simple as passing bills
in the senate. Administrative Vice President Scott
Surovell said he's concerned that students just don't
know how decisions on different policies are
affected by the SGA.
"I would like to have a bulletin board at the
Warren Campus Center displaying the agendas of the
different [university] commissions," he said.
"Another way to make students more aware of
proposed policy decisions is to better utilize the
student senators," he said. "The senators ... need to
get more feedback from the residents concerning
proposed legislation."
Surovell also wants to change tile SGA's image.
"We need to be a lot more visible — people don't
realize what we actually do. For instance, most
people don't know it was the SGA who worked for

and got the two guest punches for D-hall or that we
are responsible for the grips on the steps outside of
the Phillips Center."
The confusion surrounding money matters at JMU
also needs to be cleared up, said Treasurer Mark
W under.
"As treasurer, I want everyone to see where the
money is going. I'm looking forward to the break
down of tuition to see how much goes to salaries,
how much for athletics and how much for students."
This breakdown of tuition will be done by the SGA
through a budget committee.
Another goal of the SGA is to improve JMU's
environmental policies.
"There's a lot of environmental things we can do
on this campus." Nguyen said. "We should work
together with EARTH to make a stronger
environmental policy for JMU."
SGA environmental proposals include offering
incentives to students who use their Earth mugs,
recycling the take-out bags for Amigo's and setting
up paper recycling bins during periods of heavy
paper use, such as exam week.
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Alcohol policies
enforced on Row
by Cindy Hancher
contributing writer

KATHY ALCORN/THE BREEZE

You say you want a revolution
Sophomore Suzanne Clarke tried to persuade students to
vote at a speak-out Thursday on the commons, urging
students not to be "Mind and deaP to politics.

Getting served alcohol at parties on
Greek Row isn't as easy as handing in
a ticket or flashing a smile anymore.
In the wake of a national
crackdown of college alcohol abuse
and increasing liability risks with
insurance companies, JMU fraternities
are enforcing their alcohol
consumption rules more strictly than
ever.
JMU fraternities are enforcing
guest lists for each party and checking
ID's to verify everyone attending the
party is at least 18, according to Interfraternity Council President Rich
Whalen.
Fraternity members at the doors of
the parties are responsible for
checking each individual who enters
the party, Whalen said. Fraternities are
also enforcing a dry rush period,
hoping to provide prospective
members with a more sober look at
what the individual fraternities are
about, he said.
Kristin Radcliffe, assistant director

POLICE
by Jonathan Rhudy
police reporter
Campus police reported the following:
Suspicious Activity
• Three non-students reportedly were warned by
police not to return to campus when they were
found in a car in Z-tot at 12:12 a.m. Sept. 18.
Police found no sign of vehicle tampering and
after a criminal check proved negative, the
individuals were released.

p.m. Sept. 17.
Police did not want the raccoon to come in
contact with pedestrians on the trail.
This is the second incident of a suspected rabid
raccoon at the Arboretum in a month. Another
raccoon was killed at 6:55 p.m. Aug. 20.

Unauthorized Solicitation
• Four white males reportedly selling perfume near
Shorts and Eagle halls were escorted off campus
by police at 1:19 p.m. Sept. 15.
Police warned the four individuals not to return.

Grand Larceny

• A person reported receiving an obscene
telephone call in Frederickson Hall at 8:16 a.m.
Sept 16.

• A Hewlett-Packard Laser Jet III printer was
reported stolen from Miller Hall between 5 p.m.
Sept. 15 and 7 am. Sept. 16.
Police reportedly could not find evidence of
forced entry into the building. The printer is valued
at $1,000.
• Two speakers and approximately 40 cassette
tapes were reported stolen from a vehicle in X-lot
between 3 a.m. and 4:20 a.m. Sept. 17.
A rock reportedly was used to break into the
vehicle through a side window.

Harassing Telephone Caf

Suspected Rabid Raccoon
• A police officer had to kill a sick raccoon,
suspected to have rabies, at the Arboretum at 5:05

ALCOHOL page 5
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Obscene Telephone Call

• A person reported receiving a harassing
telephone call in Hillside Hall at 2:06 a.m. Sept 14.

of Greek Life and Orientation, said
JMU's 13 fraternities are responsible
for all the people and the actions that
take place at their parties, on campus
and off.
The nine Greek Row fraternities
and the four located off campus that
are recognized by JMU are required to
follow the IFC alcohol policy.
"All the rules are strictly enforced,"
Whalen said. The IFC alcohol policy
states the regulations fraternities are to
follow when having parties. It
supplements Virginia laws and JMU's
general alcohol policy.
"We have a sober committee of six
to eight brothers that will sit at the
front door and check the lists. There
are usually a bunch of people at the
front door to keep people from
weaseling in," Pi Kappa Alpha
member Todd Haldane said.
Committee members at the front
door stamp hands for students under
21 and put wristbands on those over
21, he said.
According to Sigma Pi President
Mike Waite, two members of the IFC

Police discovered the vehicle break-in while
checking the lot.

Petty Larceny
• An RCA clock radio was reported stolen from the
Godwin Hall/Sinclair pool at 2:30 a.m. Sept. 1.
• A 35 mm zoom camera was reported stolen from
the back seat of a vehicle parked in K-krt between 5
a.m. Sept. 16 and 7 p.m. Sept. 17.

Recovered Stolen Property
• Campus police recovered several pieces of
stolen property from Shorts Hall throughout the
evening of Sept. 16.
At 9:46 p.m. police recovered 10 traffic signs
from the residence hall. At 10 p.m. they recovered a
Crawford Avenue street sign, and at 10:30 p.m.
police recovered flashing construction lights and a
city ordinance sign.
An anonymous caller led police to the stolen
property.

Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 1:
13
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Come experience on incredible adventure SKYDIVING - the ULTIMATE HIGH! Call for our info
sheet with prices, directions, etc. SKYDIVE ORANGE
(703)942-3871 (Hickory Hill)

Don't Miss
BEATLEMANIA
Thursday in Gibbons Hall
_
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4:00 - 8:00 PM
WIN $100 FLEX
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PP'e Contest

flf^^^jf Beat,e A,bum Give-Away
L^^^^V Live Remote of WXJM

WE'RE YOUR HEADQUARTERS
TOR ALL OF YOURJMU DUKES
SPIRIT SUPPLIES!
•Pennants
•Can Huggers
• Decals
•Key Chains
•Pom Poms
•Bumper Stickers
•Squeeze Bottles •Stadium Seats & Cushions
•Hats & Visors
•License Plate Frames
store hours.- Moa ft ^sd 8-7, Toes., Thua., ft Fri. 8-5, Sat 10-4

VISA • MASTERCARD • FLEX
GIFT CERTIFICATES

Official Company for 1992 December graduates

Ring Price

OSCAR Will Change
Your Life For $1*99
(plus tax)

Brins this ad into the Harrisonburg Jiffy Lube and for
$19.99 OSCAR will do a lot more than just change your
car's oil. OSCAR, our new Online Service for Customer
Automotive Records, tracks your vehicle's service history.
Any time you return to the Harrisonburg Jiffy Lube, you
can get a list of all the essential services we've performed
on your vehicle. OSCAR will change your life.

v

SAVE
on your
ERFF JONES
Date: September 22,23,24
Place: Grafton-Stovall theater

Time: 10-3 p.m.
Deposit: $10

We'll start by (?) changing your oil, giving you up to
5-quarts of top-grade motor oil and (t) a brand
new oil filter. Then we'll (I) lubricate your
chassis, check and fill your (•) transmission,
(f) differential*) brake, (l) power
steering, and (§) window washer fluids, (?) check and fill your battery, check your
(It) air filter and @ wiper blades, and @ inflate your tires to the proper pressure.
And we'll finish up by (Q) vacuuming your interior, and @ washing your car Its our
Jiffy Lube 14-Point Service, guaranteed (in writing) to give you a car you can drive with
confidence. And when you have confidence in the car you're driving, your life is a
whole lot better
Our 14-Point Service, regularly $24.99, is just $19.99 plus tax, with this ad, through
September 30,1992 So stop by and see us today (no appointment necessary) to
service you car - and change your life!
: - Corky Dotson, Manager
1870 East Market Street across from the Valley Mall
Open \Xfeexdays 8 am-6 pm (Thur. 8 am-7 pm). Sat. 8 am-5 pm
433-8599
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Logo competition offers $100 prize
by Michael Keatts
news editor
The University Programs Theme Committee is
sponsoring a contest to find a logo that represents
JMU's theme.
"We're looking for a logo design to represent the
theme, 'Discovery and the Illusion of Knowledge:
Technology, Communication, Politics and Our
Changing Values,"' said Carol Kefalas, assistant vice
president of university relations.
Donna Harper, director of the Health Center and
chairwoman of the committee, said they want to
involve students.
"[The theme] was made to challenge peoples'

thoughts,'' she said
The winner will have the logo appear on
everything that has to do with the theme and will
receive a $100 FLEX account, Kefalas said.
Students interested should create a logo that does
not infringe on any other logo. It must be simple and
no larger than 8 1/2 inches by 11 inches. All entries
must be drawn in black and white and must be
submitted by Oct. 6.
Submissions should be sent to Donna Harper at
the Health Center. The winner will be announced on
Parents' Weekend.
For more information students should call Carol
Kefalas at x6986 or Suzanne Straub at x3550.

Alcohol
CONTINUED from page3

monitor parties on and off the Row every night there
are parties.
"They come in, walk through the party, make sure
everything is going alright, then they leave," he said.
Radcliffe also said, "We do not want 17-year-olds
in any parties on the Row. It is illegal for them to be
there. If we catch them there with fake IDs, we will
prosecute them judicially as hard as we can."
No 17-year-olds have been caught using fake ID's
in Greek Row parties, according to Whalen. If
someone is caught, however, the IFC Judicial Board
would prosecute them in accordance with the JMU
school policy, he said.
According to Alan MacNutt, director of public
safety, campus police officers patrol Greek Row, but
the JMU Office of Student Affairs handles most of

the security and policy situations.
Enforcing of rules is just one way Greeks are
working to improve their image, Whalen said.
Fraternity rush, which is going on through the
end of next week, has changed over the last four
years. Now rush is dry, rather than the traditional
activities where alcohol was served.
According to Chi Phi member Robert DiTullio, if
a Greek organization is caught having a wet rush,
the first offense can lead to restriction of parties fa
a month and a half; for the second offense, the
organization could lose its rushing privileges.
The IFC Judicial Board, which consists of
members of the IFC Executive Board and
representatives of each fraternity, is responsible for
setting punishments for students who break any of
the rules.

We can help
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Address
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Year in School
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Mail To:
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FINANCIAL AID SERVICE
Rt. 2 Box33-B
Broadway, VA 22815
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The Breeze
TODAY IN
ANTHONYSEEGER, ROOM
8 AT 5:30.

You have tried
Tan the rest, Now
try the Best

434 -1812

Did You Know -Timers and equipment are regulated
by the FDA. The more efficient your equipment, the
less time1 on your timer. Our systems are stand up
UVA-w/4 /2 UVB to produce melanin. The time is 10
minutes. You should show a color change the first visit.
We keep new lights all the time. Never let a light burn
out, Never put a new light in with old lights. No body
contact - No perspiration, quick, clean, efficient, easier
on skin.
First Visit Free!

Get personal
with your scope
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If you're interested in placing a classified, come down
to The Breeze in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Deadline for Thursday's issue is noon Tuesday and for
Monday's issue, noon Friday. The first 10 words are
$2.50, and any additional group of 10 words is $2.
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Part-Time Students
Senior vice-president of marketing
company in need of an assistant
willing to work 3-4 hours a day.
•PC skills required • Background in marketing or
communications helpful

kjlgllCI has unique strategic
consulting opportunities in Richmond and
Washington.
RESUME DROP DATE

ransAm erica

September 28, 1992

Marketing Services, Inc.

INFORMATION SESSION
November 3, 1992

Please contact Mr. Townsend at 434-2311

ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING
November 4, 1992

rT^r
******
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cTMichMl

See Signet's Business Analyst materials in
your placement office for details.

Get Your Hair
Back Into Shape1

SIG\ETBANK

$700
f

Haircuts With Vena

$Q00 f|ff
O

VI I

Signet Banking Corporation is an Equal Opportunity
Employer and encourages women and minorities to apply.
Signet promotes a drug-free workplace.

Perms With Kathy

Not Good with Any Other Offer

188 S. Mason St.

Good thru 10/3/92

433-7376

Global Awareness Week
Today thru Friday
Today
Sept. 21

SUKflY

Wilson Hall 8pm $4w/ID

Tues. ■ffafcf*¥V»9>CHfi*fie' PC Ballroom 8pm $3w/ID
Wed. i^itL "pEAST ■&■ <VAL Chandler

7pm $2w/punch

Thurs. MELOR STURUA PC Ballroom 8pm FREE
v
Fri. CULTURE fAIR
Commons
ll-3pm FREE
The New

Experience the World in Five Days
Stop by the UPB office or call x6217 for details

Mfei

Join The Crew
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German interest rates
cause European panic
BONN, Germany (AP) — Germany
has hinted at another cut in its high
interest rates, which were blamed for
the market chaos that forced Britain
and Italy from the European currency
club.
Germany's quarter-percent cut on a
key rate Monday failed to end the
crisis. Shortly before leaving Friday
for a meeting in Washington of the
world's leading economic nations,
Finance Minister Theo Waigel
tantalizingly suggested rates could
drop further.
Waigel also is defending Germany's
strict monetary policy, rejected blame
and suggested that those complaining
should clean up their own fiscal mess.
"I don't think these accusations are
fair," he said Thursday. "Everyone
would do well to analyze what must
be done in his own house."
Waigel was expected to repeat that
position in Washington when he meets
with finance ministers of the Group of
Seven industrialized countries this
weekend, and with officials of the
International Monetary Fund and
World Bank on Tuesday.
In a commentary in Bild newspaper
on Friday, the finance minister wrote:
"Interest rates in Germany could fall
further provided we continue on a
meaningful course of national belttightening."
But his remarks appeared aimed
more at opposition politicians and
labor unions. Analysts said they
doubted there would be any
significant drop in German rates.
Branded again as an economic bully,
Germany is scrambling to defuse
criticism that it bears most of the

blame for Europe's monetary crisis.
Chancellor Helmut Kohl flew to
Florence on Thursday to wine and
dine with Italy's Premier Giuliano
Amato. Even though Italy's currency
is taking a beating, Amato defended
his guest Friday against British
criticism that the mighty Germans are
throwing their weight around the
continent.
At a news conference, the two
leaders called for an early summit of
European Community leaders to deal
with the currency crisis.
The next community summit is
scheduled for December in Scotland.
Italy and Britain withdrew this week
from the European Monetary System
when hard-nosed German monetary
policy sent their currencies
plummeting.
Norman Lamont, chancellor of
Britain's exchequer, said Friday the
pound would not rejoin the exchange
mechanism until foreign markets
stabilized.
"We want to be satisfied that
German policy, which has produced
many of the tensions within the
exchange rate mechanism, is actually
going to have some changes and be
able to operate within a more stable
environment," Lamont told British
Broadcasting Corp.
Kohl scolded Lamont, though not by
name, saying it was "not appropriate
for a minister to make such a
comment."
Britain was unable to boost interest
rates to defend the pound without
hurting its already weak economy;
Italy is grappling with a huge
government budget deficit.

WATCH

WORLD

STATE RANKS IN HEALTH CARE
Virginia is the 13th healthiest state in the United Slates,
according to a ranking by Northwestern National Life
Insurance Co. The list is based on 17 factors, including
infant mortality, access to health care, smoking rates, violent
crimes and high school graduation rates. West Virginia is the
least healthiest slate for the second consecutive year.

HEALTHIEST STATES:
1. Minnesota

LEAST HEALTHY STATES:
36. New York
37. Georgia
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Oregon

V\ Tennessee
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Nevada

fM Florida
fklabania
j£i

"Arkansas
.South Carolina

46. ^pfflulslana
47, 4«w Mexico
J&

Alaska

^4% Mississippi
50. West Virginia
Source: USA Today, Sept. 17, 1992
JANET DRISCOLL AND KEN BURAKER/THE BREEZE

Hurricane scams prompt federal investigations
MIAMI (AP) — Federal authorities said Friday they
were gathering evidence for arrests and prosecutions
of people trying to grab an illegal cut of the aid for
Hurricane Andrew victims.
"We just want to make sure that anyone trying to
take advantage of this devastation, if there are any
charlatans out there with all the people suffering,
they are going to feel the full force of the criminal
justice system," said FBI spokesman Paul Miller.
Miller declined to give specific examples, but said,
"There are some ongoing investigations and it's
anticipated there will be some arrests."
Statutes on fraud against the government carry
penalties of up to 10 years in prison and $250,000 in
fines.
The FBI and the U.S. InspectorGeneral's office

are investigating cases in which people may have
exaggerated or made up hurricane losses when
applying for federal grants.
There are also reports that some people
misrepresented themselves when applying for smallbusiness loans.
State authorities this week halted an emergency
food-stamp program, saying there were increasing
signs of fraud. Hundreds of people were caught
going to more than one emergency food-stamp
center or adding nonexistent children to their family
so they could get extra stamps.
There also have been reports of possible insurance
fraud and falsifying bank loan applications.
Disasters often attract scam artists trying to take

advantage of the chaos and can also spur victims to
try to get a little bit more help by exaggerating their
losses, federal authorities said.
"Anytime you've got this much money involved,
the potential for fraud is astronomical," said Marvin
Davis, a spokesman for the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. Millions of dollars of aid is
flowing through south Florida each week, and that
will increase after final congressional approval of
multibillion-dollar relief.
Davis said the number of fraud auempts doesn't
seem to be high in Hurricane Andrew's aftermath,
compared to those in such recent disasters as
Hurricane Hugo and the San Francisco Bay area
earthquake in 1989.
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Snacks
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WE'RE FLEXIBLE!
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Balloons
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Open at 7am M-F„. 9am S-S!

OLD NEWS
IS
GOOD FOR
SOMETHING
PLEASE RECYCLE
OLD NEWSPAPERS

Accelerate your career.
... like these 1992 James Madison University graduates who have joined
Arthur Andersen offices:
Washington. D.C.
Deborah Bridges
Carol Cobble
Jennifer Dugan
JonO'Neil

Baltimore
Andre Adams

The Arthur Andersen Worldwide Organization provides
professional services in Audit and Business Advisory Services, Tax and
Business Advisory Services, and Corporate Specialty Services to clients
through more than 300 locations in 67 countries.
We work with organizations ranging from large multinational
corporations to medium and small-sized companies in real estate,
high technology, government contracting, hospitality, and many other
industries.
There are great opportunities waiting for you in Washington, D.C,
and many of our U.S. offices. We will be on campus October 7,1992 to
interview December and May accounting graduates interested in our
Audit and Business Advisory and Tax and Business Advisory Services.
Please contact your placement office for further details.

Stay ahead.

ARTHUR
ANDERSEN
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & co,SC
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International Education Fair feature*
opportunities abroad:
The Office of International Education is
sponsoring the International Education Fair Sept 21
3-6 p.m. in the Warren Campus Center. Highlands
Room as part of Global Awareness Week.
The fair features information on studies abroad
programs, business exchange programs, international
internships, foreign language clubs and travel/study
programs.
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Relief drive held for hurricane victims:

The Unit,
which totaled $15.6 billion in 1990-91.
DEREK CARBONNEAU/THE BREEZE

Sigma Chi, Sigma Gamma Rho and Alpha Phi
Omega will bold a fundraiser for die American Red
Cross Disaster Relief Fund on Sept 22. Donations
will be accepted outside of D-Hall Entrance 4, P.C.
Dukes and Mr. Chips all day.
Leadership workshop to be held:
Center for Service Learning is sponsoring a
leadership workshop Sept. 26 in the WCC,
Mezzanine 9 a.m. - 5 pjn. The cost is $3.

UPB promote* global awareness:
Global Awareness Week Sept 21-25 will feature:
• Sukay, a musical quartet from the Andes
Mountains, Sept 21 will perform at 8 p.m. in Wilson
Hall Auditorium. Admission is $5 for the public and
$4 with a JAC card.
• Patrick Giantonio will present "Footsteps Into
Change: A Humbling African Odyssey," a
multimedia presentation detailing Giantonio's walk
across Africa to raise public consciousness over
health care and hunger, at 8 p.m. Sept 22 in the PC
Ballroom. Admission is $4 for the public and $3 with
a JAC card.
• International "Fcast"-a-val will be held Sept. 23 79 p.m. in the Chandler Banquet Room. The cost is $2
with a meal punch or $9 for others.
• Melor Sturua, a journalist from the former Soviet
Union, will talk about changes in his nation Sept 24
in the P.C. Ballroom at 8 p.m. Admission is free.

Calendar of events
• Political Science Society meeting, Media
Resources, room A, Carrier Library, 7 p.m.
• "Take Back the Night" rally sponsored by Equal, at
5 p.m. at the commons, featuring music, poetry,
speakers and a keynote address by Katie Koestner.
• Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs meeting.
Warren Campus Center, Allegheny room, 7 p.m.
Work will begin on the Men of Madison Calendar.
• Circle K meeting, WCC, Piedmont room, 6 p.m.

• Commuter Awareness Week. Free doughnuts at
Godwin Hall and Showker Hall bus stops 8-9 a.m.
• Future Business Leaders of America — Phi Beta
Lambda Business Society informational meeting,
Showker Hall, room G-2,6 p.m.
■ College Republicans meet in Jackson Hall, room
103,8 pjn.
• Cheerleading try-outs. Convocation Center, 7:30
pjn.

23 Thursday

Wednesday

• Visiting Scholar Lecture: Priscilla Laws,
"Teaching Science Without Lecturing,'' Miller Hall,
room 101,7:30 p.m.
• Students for Clinton/Gore "92 meeting in Keezell
Hall, room 303,7 p.m.
• Alpha Epsikm Rho meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall,
room 25, 5:30 p.m. Staunton news anchor Peter
Larkin will be the guest speaker.
• Harmony meeting on lesbian, gay and bisexual
issues in Jackson Hall, room 101,7 pjn.

• The Foreign Culture Fair will be held at the
commons Sept 25,11 a.m. - 3 p.m. It will include an
art contest based on the theme "Understanding
Ourselves by Celebrating Culture."

• EARTH meets 5-6:30 p.m. in Burruss Hall, room
39.
• Barthosa Nkurumeh reads his poetry in Miller Hall,
room 101, 8 p.m. as part of the Reading Series for
Poetry and Fiction.
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VPI professor speaks on housing prices:
The economics department's Seminar Series will
present "The Dynamics of Housing Prices: An
International Perspective," by Dr. Yannis M.
Ioannides, a Virginia Tech economics professor.
Sept 21 at 4:15 pjn. in Showker Hall, room 108.
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Commuter
Awareness
Week
9/21 - 9/25
Monday:
FREE Donuts (8-9am) Godwin and Showker Hall Bus Stop
CSC Meeting (5pm) Valley Rm. (WCC) Landlord-Tenant Relations
to be discussed.

Tuesday:
FREE Bagels on the Patio (8-5pm) and at Godwin and
Showker Hall Bus Stop (8-9 am)
Raffle Ticket Sale ($1) on the Patio (8 am-5 pm)
GRAND PRIZE: FREE Month's Groceries
2nd PRIZE: One Week Purple Zone Parking
(can park anywhere on campus)
3rd PRIZE: $25 Gift Certificate at the JMU Bookstore
4th and 5th PRIZES: 1 Large Pizza (one topping)
Courtesy of "Papa John's Pizza"
•Drawing to be held Thursday afternoon and winner to be announced in
the Breeze (personals) and on WXJM Monday.

Wednesday:
FREE Bagles (8-9 pm) Godwin and Showker Hall Bus Stops
Thursday and Friday:
FREE Fountain Drinks at Mr. Chips for
students wearing their CSC buttons
•-^.'* \

Remember to wear your CSC button all week! You could
be spotted by a CSC member and win a prize!

Sponsored by the Commuter Student Council
*&T
TTTI--TIII11I1 Hill
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Comfortable, stylish

COLLEGE
CLOTHES
w

Barr-EE Station Catalogue
Outlet has quality catalogue &
brand name clothing for men &
women at 50"- Off the Regular
Price or Better. Everyday The kind of clothes you need to
feel good & look good.

RARR'hl SJ \l IO\
HflRRISONBURG
Next to Kroger

What
good
is old
news?

/1RTQ1RVED
\

JEWf

OFFICIAL RING COMPANY
FORCLASS OF 1993

OLD
NEWSPAPERS
CAN BE
RECYCLED
USE RESIDENCE
HALL RECYCLING
BINS AND LOCAL
RECYCLING
CENTERS

September 22 - 24
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
On patio outside of Grafton-Stovall
In Tidewater Room of WCC
if poor weather
PAYMENT PLANS AVAILABLE MM

Loso Contest lor the University Theme;

JMaccvepy and Ik JBMICB cf KiiowZcdae:
Technology, Communication, Politics, and Our Changing Tallies

Open to all J^llJ, students
Artwork
larger
(Chosen work
flyers

ust be no
n

reduced for
rs,etc.)

inTERnqTionqi. EDUcqTion
pqiR
^-«■»—-

monday, September 21
3-6 p.rn.
Highlands Room - UJCC
♦ Studies Abroad Programs in Paris.
Florence. London, and Salamanca
♦ Business Exchange Programs ♦
in Germany and Hong Kong
♦ International Affairs Program ♦

Winner to receive

Account credit

For more info.contact
C. Kefalas (x6986);
S. Straub (z3550)

♦ Study abroad programs ♦
sponsored by other colleges

♦ hternational hternships ♦
♦ Trawl/study Programs ♦
♦ Foreign Language Clubs ♦
♦ Exchange Program ♦
toHartinique
International Business Program ♦

Sponsored by the Office of International Education and
Students For International Experience
as part of Global Awareness Week
For more information, call 568-6419
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^Hire me!
Seniors seek jobs and connections a
by Alane Tempchin
staffwrittr

♦
W'W

♦

Students armored in ties, pinstripes and panty
hose filled the Convocation Center on Sept. 17
to impress more than SO prospective employers
who attended a university-wide job fair.
JMU's Office of Career Services sponsored
"Opportunities 1992," a career fair which
brought in businesses, government agencies,
non-profit organizations and corporations to tell
students about jobs and internships.
Organizations like AT&T, Wal-Mart, Ames
Department Stores, Inc., Marriot Management
Services and the Navy Air Command had booths
set up throughout the Convocation Center.
Most of the recruiters offered entry-level jobs
with a chance for advancement.
Anna Lynn Bell, director of the Office of
Career Services, said, "Many organizations, if
not all, offer training programs at the entry level
and these lead to an opportunity for
advancement "
Patii Crosbie, director of human relations at
Hyatt Hotels and Resorts said, "We are looking
for someone willing to work hard — someone
who doesn't expect to start at the top."
Recruiters also said they were looking for
enthusiasm, confidence, intelligence and
professionalism.
Mary Long, a representative of AT&T, cited
motivation, assertiveness and good eye contact
as clues to a good prospective employee.
Murali Makam, a representative from the
investment firm of Freddie Mac, came to recruit
students who received degrees in computer
science and computer information systems.
"Last year we hired three people from here,
and the year before we hired four," he* said.
Mike Yeatts, a human resources analyst for
Chesterfield County government and a JMU
graduate said, "JMU has a good reputation. If
applicants are from JMU, I would give them
second consideration.''
Students said they felt more at ease when they
knew that these recruiters attended JMU.
"It's comforting to see a JMU alum," senior
finance major Joseph Matthews said.
Other recruiters had high praises for JMU

1

graduates.
"We have had a lot of success from JMU
students," Virginia State Trooper Ann Barber
said. "They are a high-caliber type of student."
Despite seniors' worries, many employers
said the economy has begun to improve and
were optimistic that they would have job
openings for recent graduates.
"We'll hire more this year than in the past
three, four years,'' said Jim Conney, a regional
personnel manager at Wal-Mart. "Our growth
has been tremendous."
Barber said that the Virginia Stale Troopers
have just ended a two-year hiring freeze and are
now looking for employees.
She said that 75 people will be hired in
November and then 75 more in January.
Senior Will Benton, a psychology major, was
skeptical of the promises made by the recruiters.

"They do a good job of making it sound good.
I'm not sure it is as good as it sounds," he said.
Matthews said the economy is still "weak and
bleak."
Even Dr. Win Fields, head of the economics
department, described the economy as "poor."
But he said, "Even so, at JMU surveys of
graduates six months out say that almost
everyone has a job.
"It may not be the job they want, but at least
they are not unemployed," Fields added.
Still seniors had hopes of finding the right job
after graduation.
"I see myself getting a job after graduation,
senior marketing major Nicole Brown said. "I
am optimistic."
Getting a job wasn't the only reason students
attended the fair.
"The job fair is an excellent opportunity for

RYAN KETCHUM/THE BREEZE

Recruiters Linda Talbert and Darlene G. Scott spoke with Do Dreama Swanson
about Blue Cross & Blue Shield. More than 50 companies attended the fair.

Graphics by ft
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at career fair
students to network, learn about an organization
and identify contacts," Bell said.
"Students aren't made job offers. They make
contacts, which lead to job offers."
Benton said, "Even if I don't get a job, by
talking to employers, I gain a new perspective,
which helps out a lot"
Senior finance major Sherry Carlton said. The
job fair is a first step. It is good experience in
establishing contacts and gives me more practice
with interviews."
Bell recommended students go to a job fair
with an open mind and encouraged students to be
versatile and look at a variety of positions.
"Employers are very interested in college
graduates," Bell said.
"There are still job opportunities for college
grads, but not the same amount as in the mid to
late 80s."

RYAN KETCHUM/THE BREEZE
Lynda Heavner off Enterprise Rent A Car greets student Keith McDonald.

Career Services offers job hunters help
For most seniors, graduation is a mere
seven months away — and the job-hunting
season has just begun.
But they aren't alone in their job search.
JMU's Office of Career Services offers a
wide variety of resources and services to
assist students in finding job opportunities.
"Part of our role is educational and part of
our role is to connect students with
employees," said Anna Lynn Bell, director of
the Office of Career Services.
Senior Shane Sleighter, a production
operations management and computer
information science major, said, "They are
truly helpful They like to know who you are.
They give 120 percent and I really appreciate
it"
In October, the office will begin a
volunteer parent network, which will provide
a data base of JMU parents interested in
helping students make job contacts and find
job opportunities.
Also, by January, Bell said she hopes to

Ken Bunker

have Job-Line, a biweekly listing of job
vacancies, automated and in operation.
Currently these job listings can be printed
out at the office. After automation, the
listings will be accessible over a touch-tone
phone, allowing students easier access.
Throughout the year. Career Services
holds several types of workshops.
"We teach a variety of workshops on
interviews, conducting a job search and
resume writing," Bell said.
They also offer career-decisions programs
and workshops that help students choose a
major and a career path.
According to Bell, self-assessment tests at
the office help students look at their interests,
abilities, skills and values. Individual
counseling is also available.
The Office of Career Services subscribes
to a wide spectrum of job vacancy listing
publications. These listings include domestic
as well as international job opportunities.
Besides the career fair, the Office of

I

Career Services will be holding the Graduate
School Fair in the Phillips Center Ballroom
Oct. 8, and in April they will hold a teacher
recruitment job fair.
On-campus recruitment is another service
the office provides.
"Individual companies come throughout
the year to interview students for entry level
jobs," Bell said.
Senior Nicole Brown, a marketing major,
also praised the Office of Career Services.
"They have helped a lot. I got an
internship through the office and this year
I've gone and looked up companies there. I
think they really try. They went out of their
way to help me prepare and get my resumes
done."
The Office of Career Services is located in
Sonner Hall, room 206 and is open 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
—Alane Tempchin
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A big ole dan to JM U cable services for making Black Entertainment Television (BET)
the "optional use" channel!! VH1 and MTV
don't seem to have this viewing problem.
What's going on?
Sent in anonymously.

'Change' fuels Barry's return
Marion Barry is — unbelievably — once
again poised to hold a position of
political power in the District of
Columbia. This time as City Council
representative for Ward 8, one of D.C.'s poorest
sections. Last week in the Democratic primary, a
sure-fire predictor for the election because of the low
number of Republican voters in the ward, Barry won
with nearly 70 percent of the vole.
Ward 8 voters overlooked Barry's recent release
from federal prison where he was serving a sixmonth term for possession of cocaine.They
overlooked Barry's move to an apartment in the
ward only four months ago. They overlooked the
motives behind his recent wardrobe change from
pin-striped suits to traditional African tribal dress.
But what the voters of Ward 8 did notice was
Barry's newly developed image: the man for change.
Barry announced early in his campaign his desire
to propel Ward 8 into the forefront of die District
political scene. He argued that Ward 8 had been
ignored for too long, and it was time for that to
change. (He didn't admit that he was guilty of
ignoring the ward during his long reign as mayor.)
More importantly, however, Wilhemina Rolark,
who has held the post for 16 years, was an easy
target for the powerful anti-establishment, prochange attitudes that pervades this year's political
races. During her 16 years at the post, Rolark was
unable to remove Ward 8's label as the poorest in the
District.
QvistyMumfani...

But will Barry bring the change he promises?
It is no secret that Barry has spent his fair share of
time at City Hall. He was also an at-large member of
the City Council from 1975 to 1979. In addition,
many of Barry's appointees are still working in the
mayor's office — the office he resigned from less
than three years ago following an FBI investigation.
Where does that leave Ward 8 residents? They
will soon have a convicted criminal, political insider
representing them. But they have only themselves to
blame. Seventy percent of the voters chose Barry as
the most qualified candidate. If Barry's pro-change
rhetoric is sincere, they will reap the benefits of their
decision. But if Barry continues the ways of his past,
and uses Ward 8 as a stepping stone to the mayor's
office, they will have to suffer the consequences.
The real lesson to be learned from this situation is
for the residents who did not vote in this primary.
They are forced to live with someone else's choice.
So when November comes around consider the
presidential candidates carefully. Do not accept their
recently developed images or adeptly staged political
maneuvers as evidence of their commitment to
change this country's future. Look beyond the
crafted imagery to see them as they really are.
And vote. Don't be forced to live with someone
else's choice.
The house editorial is written by a member of the
editorial board and does not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the individual staff members.
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The Bnetp reserve* the right to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in this section do net necessarily reflect the opinion of
the newspaper; this staff, or James Madison University.
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To the Harrisonburg Bus Transit System.
Thank you for your great service to the public
and especially JMU students. The new bus
schedules are awesome.
Sent in by a student who participated in a
public relations project analyzing the
effectiveness of the bus system.

Dart.,.
To the highly annoying and probably
carcinogenic mist that sticks to one's face when
walking on the steps behind the Phillips Center.
What is that stuff, anyway?
Sent in by Elizabeth Cartwright.

Pat...
A thankful pat goes out to all those kindhearted people who contributed so generously to
the campaign to raise money for the victims of
Hurricane Andrew. It's wonderful to know there
are still a few people who care about their
neighbor.
Sent in by Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Inc.
and Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc.

Dart.

••

To the tennis courts across from Godwin Hall
which are a great inconvenience to players.
Each night, the lights on courts one and two
shut off automatically at a surprisingly early
hour. In addition, players who are in the middle
of a game are often asked to leave immediately
so that the tennis team can practice. The tennis
team's priority is understood, but is it too much
to trouble to post a schedule by the court listing
the team's practice and game times??
Sent in anonymously.

Pat...
A huge thank you pat to Kappa Alpha Psi and
the SGA for sponsoring voter registration.
Kudos also to College Republicans and Young
Democrats for their participation.
Sent in anonymously.
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letters to the Editor
Clinton enlists student help
to change America's future

Commuter Student Council
asks for support, suggestions

Totfw<

To the editor:
As you may or may not know, this week is Commuter
Awareness Week. To some of you that probably doesn't
mean too much. I would like to take this opportunity to
explain the purpose of this week and to perhaps persuade
some of you to utilize the services the Commuter Student
Council has to offer.
There are roughly 6,000 students who commute to
JMU. When you consider the fact that commuters comprise
the majority of the 11.000 students at Madison, you then
realize the need for an organization which caters
specifically to commuters. The CSC was established to do
just that.
The CSC has the potential to be an effective liaison
between commuter students and JMU, but most students
have little knowledge of us. There are some serious issues,
such as off-campus safety, which could be dealt with if
there is an interest expressed. I would personally like to see
an off-campus police escort service implemented but the
council needs to hear from you. The SGA and the
administration are always open to suggestions which will
benefit commuters.
1 hope you will accept the council's invitation to call or
visit us with any suggestions for programs we can offer. As
a commuter student, you have the ability to make the CSC
a powerful and accomplished organization.
Peter Hutton
CSC president

I learned something when I was in college which I have
never forgotten and which motivate* me to this day. I had a
professor who taught that America's greatness is based on
two ideas: that tomorrow can be better than today, and that
each of us has a personal responsibility to make it so.
I still believe that and I hope you can too.
Washington has done so little for so long that you may
think die president can't make a difference in your lives.
Don't believe it. Franklin Roosevelt put millions of
Americans to work during the Great Depression. Harry
Truman sent millions of Americans to college with the GI
Bill. Martin Luther King Jr. and millions with him pushed
the president to guarantee civil rights.
What we need is a detailed plan which invests in the
future, not a president who talks mockingly about the
"vision dung" while attempting to decimate student aid and
cut taxes on the rich. We are the only industrialized country
without a national health care plan, a national education
plan and a strategy for the future.
I want you to know that together we will change
America again. WE will fight for what Americans deserve.
The right to borrow for college. A good job. Affordable,
quality health care. A clean, safe environment. Choice. A
government that works together for the American people.
You have a tot more at stake in this election than I do.
You have to worry about paying for your education. You
have to hope that you'll be able to find a decent job after
school. And you have to hope that one more Supreme
Court Justice won't take away your right to choose.
I hope you will join me in a great effort to unite
Americans, to create a community where people took out
for each other, not only for themselves. It will be an
America where we all stand together — whatever our race,
religion or sexual orientation. Your voices must be heard
and I intend to continue listening. Join our effort, register
and vote. Together we can change America.
Democratic presidential Candida to Bil Clinton

Student 'Lead or Leave' group
could help confront deficit
To the editor
WhUe I generally agree with the tone of your articles
urging students to get out and vote, I feel there is an issue
which is so important and so much ignored by both parties
that, in this election, voting is pretty much a waste of time.
That issue is the deficit.

The federal government is spending far more money
than it takes in; by definition the federal government cannot
continue to spend more than its revenues (as a percent of
GNP).
Of course, it would help if much of this government
spending would increase future economic growth (i.e.
through better education or roads and bridges or civilian
research and development) — but, in fact, little of our
federal taxes go for projects of this sort
I know how boring this issue seems, but it is vital that
citizens understand and act We (students, farmers,
physicians, insurance firms, defense firms, elderly ...)
must be willing to accept less (fewer "enutiements") from
our federal government and to pay more (taxes). There is
literally no choice: either this will be a policy of gradual
pain starting now, or in several years it will be a sudden and
much more painful policy.
I understand there is a new student movement called
"Lead or Leave" which espouses this view. I would be
delighted — even honored — to be a faculty adviser for a
JMU chapter. Wake up people — it would be very difficult
to overstate the urgency of this situation.
John Palmer
associate professor
marketing/hotel-restaurant management

SGA thanks those involved in
making booksale a success
To the editor.
On behalf of the Student Government Association, we
would like to thank all of the people who brought books to
be sold and those who purchased books at the SGA
Booksale. Also a special thanks to all of the dedicated
volunteers who took the time and effort to work the
booksale. Your assistance was greatly appreciated and we
encourage you to continue with your involvement in the
Student Government Association at James Madison
University.
Carla Aikens
Danny Cruce
booksale chairwoman
SGA president

Surviving the trials of the year of the boob
If given the choice between having my nose
hairs plucked out with a pair of rusty salad longs
or having to repeat my freshman year, I'd reach
for the salad tongs without hesitation. I'm not
saying that I haled my freshman year, it's just that,
well... I spent most of it feeling like a boob.
The way I see it, freshman year has one purpose
— to make you feel like a boob. The
administration knows this, but conveniently
forgets to mention it to you during orientation,
because they don't want to scare you off before
they get the rest of your tuition. Instead, they say
something like, "freshman year is an adjustment
period,'' which, as you will later discover, is just a
cheap euphemism for, "you're going to feel like a
boob."
If you think I am exaggerating or being overly
dramatic, consider the trauma a friend of mine was
subjected to freshman year. She was in D-Hall one
Sunday getting ready to settle down and enjoy a
leisurely brunch. She had chosen as her entree the
roast beef, which, unlike most universities, is
particularly tasty at JMU because it's made with
real beef flavoring.
As my friend made her way back to her seat she
passed a table that contained several serving
dishes filled with gravy and a variety of other
condiments. Being very fond of gravy, she
proceeded to pour several spoonfuls over her roast
beef.
Sadly, my friend had been so focused on what

GUEST COLUMNIST
— Greg Nitsche
she was doing that she didn't notice that people were
gathering around, staring, and making weird facial
contortions. Eventually she sensed something was
amiss, however, when the guy behind her blurted
out, "My God!!! She's putting hot fudge sauce on
her roast beef!!!"
In less than a nanosecond, every drop of blood in
her body was rushing to her face, painting it a
beautiful shade of tomato red. She glanced nervously
down towards the table, terrified of what she might
find staring up at her. And just as her fears had
predicted, a large serving tray filled with hot fudge
sauce was sitting where the gravy had been moments
before.
Mortified and humiliated, she did what anyone
else in that situation would have done. She lied and
said she had done it on purpose. "Oh yeah, it's very
popular out west," she said hesitanUy. "We put hot
fudge on everything. You should try it on cabbage."
With that she turned, swallowed the bile that was
collecting in her throat, and walked away.
My friend felt like a complete boob, and I
maintain that the administration is responsible since
it refuses to put a sign above the hot fudge warning

people not to pour it over their roast beef.
I guess I'm not totally opposed to the notion
that freshman year is a great time to learn about
humility, I just think students should be adequately
warned. And since the administration doesn't have
the testosterone to do it, I've decided to take it
upon myself to warn freshmen about what lies
ahead in the coming months.
Fust of all, as a freshman you might as well get
used to the fact that there will be times when you
feel like a boob. You're a new person in a new
environment and, therefore, not as confident as
you would like to be. Before it's over, you'll do
something stupid, like putting hot fudge on your
roast beef or going to the wrong class and sitting
through it because you're too embarrassed to get
up and leave. But you'll live through it, and you'll
be a stronger person because of it
If I had to sum up my advice to freshmen in just
57 words, I would say this: It takes time. Be
patient and try to have fun. And the next time you
feel like a boob and you're wishing you were back
home, take solace in knowing that at any given
moment, there are literally hundreds of boobs
roaming this campus; all of them clicking their
heels and whispering, "there's no place like
home."
In other words, you're not alone.
Greg Nitsche has never tried hot fudge sauce on
roast beef.
tt,rtfte
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Restaurant
171 N. Main St. Harrisonburg, VA 22801

CRAB FEST
EVERY WEDNESDAY
AT

JOKER'S PUB
1">- of SNOW CRAB LEGS
French Fries & Slaw

$3.99 p.lus tax
Each additional pound
$2.99 plus tax

Get here early for the best seats
:

•s
Restaurant
171 N. Main St. Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Monday Nipjit MndneQ«?
feel tin- rythms of the Motherland with
Dyrall Rose and tlu Afrikan Drum Fest!
free hot dog bar •
Open Stage
Ireland
Fam and Kei r\ Jai
>1 VVXJM!
Free taco & veggie bar!
\C\UII;HI I iiilcrt*roniifl - lliuiisoiiliiiri>'s L.ivoritc!

:

BAABA SETH •••
■

Electric Kool Aid
lassies — One show this semest<

TR3

Funk • Rock • Ska!

omini

roll Stop!

WXJM 2nd Anniversary Pa.
With Special Guest! (
„ the fun

„r**k " R„ock '
^f^^S?^

Jim Thackery & The Drivers
;
f otmet rn
tho Mightl
♦CD RELEASE PARTY • Call for Reservations

Any questions or comments, call the Music Hotline
433-TUNE 24 hours a day
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I $2 OFF MEDIUM PIZZA
| $3OFFLARGEPIZZA ,

ANY MHHUM ONE-TOPPING
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Music department
has new 'conductor'

r
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MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Comic relief
Pha Nee displays his comedfc antics during a UPBaponsored concert Thursday night in Wilson Hal.

by Gayte Cohen
senior writer
Without stopping to rest, the
new head of the JMU music
department has begun the
next refrain of her musical life.
"I live by a schedule," said Dr.
Mellasenah Morris. "I function much
better when things are tight and there
are lots of demands on my time. That
way I don't waste time."
Adding to her busy schedule, Morris
will be among faculty performing in
the Masterpiece Series on Sunday.
Morris, who became department
head this fall, will play piano solos by
Gershwin as well as performing some
selections with her daughter, a concert
violinist
"I was nicely asked to be on the first
of the department's presentations in the
Masterpiece Series," she said with a
smile.
"I love performing as often as I can,
but I think because I like interaction
with people more on a personal level, I

moved toward education."
Morris comes to Harrisonburg from
Alabama State University, where she
was dean of the school of music. While
she was there, Morris heard about an
opening at JMU.

"I function much
better when things
are tight and there
are lots of demands
on my time."
Mellasenah Morris
music department head
"The reputation of JMU's music
department is well known-and very
well respected," she said. Besides, she
half-jokingly admitted, "Alabama was
too hot for me!"
She also enjoys Harrisonburg's
proximity to Washington, D.C., which
MUSIC on page IS

Sukay provides harmony for Global Awareness Week
by Barbara Awuakye
staffwriter
Sukay (Sook-eye), which is usually
mispronounced, doesn't sound like the average
American music group. The Andean music
ensemble's Sukay name means "to open the earth
for planting" — definitely not your typical name.
But nothing about Sukay is typical.
After seeing a performance by the folk ensemble,
a reporter for the Arizona Daily Wildcat described
its music by saying, "One cannot bear only the joys
and sorrows of another culture in the songs of
Sukay. Rather one bears the joys and sorrows of
one's own life."
The North American-based ensemble will present
those themes through its contemporary folk music
tonight in Wilson Hall as part of the UPB's Global
Awareness Week.
Susan Shipley, assistant director of student
activities, said she got acquainted with Sukay
during a performing arts conference in New York.
"I heard the music first and was intrigued by the
personality and emotion in it," she said, "and when I
viewed their video tape, I felt that this was an act
that needed to be seen and heard."
Since the quartet started in 1978, they have toured
all over the world. They have performed at many
colleges across the country, and have even
entertained audiences at the Smithsonian, Carnegie
Hall and Lincoln Center.

■

Sukay's appeal to audiences also stems from its
awareness of environmental issues.
"There's a movement here which is very
ecological, a return to the earth," said Quentin
Howard, vocalist and founder of the group. "Andean
music is inspired by the earth."
Practicing what they preach, they play their music
on simple wooden instruments. Howard, Bolivian
Eddy Navia on a small guitar-like instrument,
Argentine guitarist Enrique Coria and Peruvian
Nayo UUoa on wind instruments make up the group.
"(We) don't want to scar the earth with metal,"
Howard said.
Sukay is committed to preserving its unique
sound. According to Howard, the group received a
recording proposal from a major label, but the group
declined the offer after the company suggested it
"electronicize" its sound and omit the vocals.
Even though Sukay's recordings have been on a
small label, its members are still optimistic and
confident about their music.
"I think Andean music could make the crossover
onto a major label," Howard said. "We've had all
these years to develop our own style. We know our
music and it's a more solid sound."
Sukay's folk boundaries have expanded to include
contemporary songs and western classical music.
While Sukay's music does convey a message,
Brian Correia, chairman of UPB's Global
Awareness Committee, said, "The basic idea is for
_ peoplejo_comeand hayeaaood time with it"
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Sukay, an Andean music ensemble, win"
perform today at 8 p.m., in Wilson Hall
Auditorium... .
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Music
COHTMUSD from page 17
provides cultural and artistic
opportunities.
Morris received both her bachelor's
and doctorate degrees at Peabody
Conservatory of Musk in Baltimore.
After gaining teaching experience and
becoming the dean of academic affairs
at Peabody, she went on lo Alabama.
After visiting JMU the first time,
Morris said she was impressed.
"First, I was struck by the physical
beauty of the campus. Very soon after
that, I learned there was an inner
beauty to the personalities on
campus.''
The quality of the faculty in the
music department especially
impressed her.
They are very motivated lo serve
the educational needs of the students,*'
she said.
She also gives credit to the
university for ensuring that music
majors take a diverse course load.
The university offers them a good
chance to be broad with the liberal

studies requirements," she said,
adding that having been educated at a
conservatory, she missed that diversity
in her own studies.
Administratively, Morris is
concerned with fund raising and
building a solid scholarship base.
"We have a lot of competition for
talented students,'' she said. "On top
of being able to offer a great
education, we also need to be able to
offer some money."
She also has planned to send
representatives to musk conventions
and conferences in the area.
Along with her administrative
duties, Morris teaches applied piano.
And she already has two other
performances scheduled, one in West
Palm Beach, Fla., in December, and
one in Jackson, Miss., in February.
The first Masterpiece Series
concert will be Sunday at 8 p.m. in
Wilson Hall. Student and faculty
tickets are $4. General admission, $6.
For more information, call x7000.

•Taintings by Heidi Martin," Sept 21 -Oct 3, Artworks Gallery, Zirkle
House. Opening reception: Sept. 21,7 p.m.
• "Mixed Media with Cynthia Comba," Sept. 21 - Oct 3, The Other Gallery,
Zirkle House. Opening reception: Sept. 21,7 p.m.
• "Bill Viola: Hatsu-Yume (First Dream)," Sept. 21 at 8 p.m., Sept. 22, at
noon,SawhiU Gallery, Duke Hall.
• ^Damaged Petroglyph Portfolio: Photographs by Susan Moldenhauer,"
Sept. 7-Oct. 3, New Image Gallery, Zirkle House.
• "Beyond Nsukka Hills: Prints from Nigeria," Sept. 1 - 30, Sawhill Gallery,
DukeHalL

music
• UPB Concert — "Sukay... Musk from the Andes," Sept 21,8 p.m., Wilson
Auditorium.
• United States Air Force Tuba/Euphonium, Sept 22,7 p.m., Wilson
Auditorium.
• Ricky Crawley, oboe/sax recital, Sept. 24,8 p.m., Wilson Auditorium
• Tom Marshall and Alan Shaeffer, Duo Harpsichord, Sept 25,1 p.m..
Music Building, Room 142.
• Musk Series Faculty Highlights "Music The American Way," Sept 27,8
pjn. Wilson Auditorium. For reservations call x7000 weekdays 1-5 p.m.

Add a little culture to your life .

theatre

write for the Arts section Meetings are
Mondays at 7 p.m.

•Shenandoah Shakespeare Express — "Comedy of Errors, Sept 25,26,7p.m.
and Sept 27,7:30 p.m. — "Merchant of Venice," Sept 25,930 p.m and
Sept 27,10 p.m. — "Macbeth," Sept. 26,9:30 p.m. DukeM209,$5.
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Dukes defense does the job,
shuts down Dutchmen 38-6
by nil Record

Had the football team beaten
Samford in the second round of the
Division I-AA playoffs, throngs of
fans would have made the trek to
watch the game against
Youngstown State.
Had Lefty DrieseU been able to
orchestrate a victory over Old
Dominion in the CAA, buses
would have been organized to
drive to Worcester, Mass. last
March to watch the Dukes play
Kentucky in the NCAA
tournament

senior writer
JMU's defense played big-time and
big-play ball Saturday night, creating
six turnovers and silencing a potent
Hofstra run-and-shoot offense in a 386 victory at Bridgeforth Stadium.
It was just what the doctor ordered
for a team that possessed a lethargic
defense its first two games — a team
with its back against the wall with
respect to postseason play. It was a
team that needed to make a statement
And make it they did, nearly
holding Hofstra scoreless — only to
have it spoiled by a touchdown from
the Flying Dutchmen following a
JMU fumble late in the fourth quarter.
"As far as I am concerned our
defense pitched a shutout," said JMU
head coach Rip Scherer. "It's a true
shutout if we don't fumble in our own
end zone."
Junior linebacker Dion Foxx said.
This win is very emotional for us
because it is our first win and a home
game."
The Dukes finally turned the tables
on the big play, as the defense created
four first-half turnovers and senior
quarterback Eriq Williams hit senior
David McLeod in stride for a 78-yard
touchdown in the second quarter.
JMU exploded for 24 second-quarter
points to take a 31-0 halftime lead,
making the final 30 minutes a
formality.
JMU executed in almost every
phase of the game, rolling up 548 total
yards of offense while limiting
Hofstra to 304 yards, impressive
considering the defense had allowed
over 1,100 yards in their two losses.
"It definitely feels good to get back
on track — to get that old feeling from
last year back," said senior tailback
Kenny Sims, who rushed for 108
yards on 16 carries. "Everybody
played well and we capitalized on
every opportunity."
JMU quickly jumped all over aflat
Hofstra defense, marching downfield
on the game's opening drive and
scoring on a 4-yard touchdown pass
from Williams to senior tight end P J.
Caggiano.
The Dukes nailed the coffin shut in
the second quarter as JMU's defense
forced three Hofstra miscues, twice
setting the offense up deep in Flying
Dutchmen territory. Williams and

Time for all
JMU fans to
be counted

SPORTS COMMEVTART

—Drew van Esselstyn

CRAM NEWMAN/THE BREEZE

Senior tsJback Kenny Sims rushed lor 108 yards on Saturday.
senior fullback Elvin Brown
touchdown runs sandwiched
McLeod's calch as JMU scored three
times in a six-minute span.
The coaches shortened down the
defensive package a bit and we just
played ball," said senior comerback
Don Phelps. "We got a better pass
rush tonight so the quarterback had to
scramble and hurry. It helped us out a
lot"
One of the reasons for the improved
psss rush wss the decision to move
Foxx from tight end to outside
linebacker.
"Dion played well but he has a long
way to go," Scherer said. "He is a
little rusty."
While the running game was there
all night for JMU — it compiled 306
yards rushing — nothing was there for
Hofstra, who spent the evening
searching for a quarterback who could
put some points on the board. Three

different signal-callers were
unsuccessful.
"We played with confidence and
when you do, you make things
happen," Scherer said. "Hofstra is a
tough team to keep out of the end zone
because they get so many at-bats."
JMU looked to have the shutout —
thwarting three fourth-quarter Hofstra
drives — until Hofstra forced a
fumble against JMU's second team
offense, scoring with less than four
minutes remaining. The Dukes lone
second-half score came on a one-yard
run by Sims.
JMU travels to Youngstown State
this weekend to face last year's
defending champions in one of its
toughest contests of the year.
This game wss important because
it established some confidence,"
Scherer said. "But we will have s
better indication next week of how far
we have come."

This fall, the JMU men's soccer
team is up to No. 8 in the rankings,
and has been able to make the
jump nationally from obscurity to
prominence. And the type of
showdown everyone has been
waiting for takes place Wednesday
in Charlottesville when the Dukes
face the No. 1 Cavaliers.
Therefore, why not have a mass
exodus to Wahoo Land to see
JMU's less publicized, most
successful team in action?
Had the game been scheduled
for Hsrrisonburg, no doubt there
would be a migration of yahoo (I
mean Wahoo) fans to JMU.
Anyone who has gone to a
soccer game knows what type of
soccer fan we have at JMU. The
fans on the hill heckle, if not taunt
(almost to the point of tears) the
opposing players.
On Sunday, I heard one fan tell
a Delaware player, "Tell your
mom to shave her beard off!"
The people of Virginia have
shelled out enough money to build
a brand new soccer complex, and
it seems like the least you JMU
fans could do is grace it with your
wonderfully obnoxious presence.
The Dukes have outscored their
opponents 22-3 this season, and
the defense has recorded three
straight shutouts. Coach Tom
Martin and his team don't bring
millions of dollars to the school,
but they do bring a top 10 team.
And they deserve your support
Wednesday when they take on
Uva in Charlottesville.
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SPORTS

SPORTSHIGHLIGHTS

WEEKEND

Speights, Hurd named to
All-East team
Due to spectacular performances during the
spring 1992 season, JMU track and field athletes
Juli Speights and Tiombe Hurd were named to
Eastern Track magazine's 1992 All-East Team.
Speights, who was the first JMU women's
track athlete to be named All-American at the
Division I level, earned the honor after a 10th
place finish in the 1500 at the 1992 NCAA
Track and Field Championships. She set school
records last year in both the outdoor 1500 meter
run and the indoor mile.
Hurd retains JMU indoor and outdoor records
in the triple jump. Last season she won the triple
jump at the Perm Relays and the CAA
Championships.

Women's golf looks to
break team record
The JMU women's golf finished last week's
Tar Heel Invitational with a score of 976 points,
a score bettered only twice all of last season.
The team finished 14th out of a high caliber
field of 17 teams in the 54-hole tournament.
Senior Calay Jaynes led the Dukes, tying for
18th place with a 231. Sophomore Christy
Power tied for 34th with a 235.
Two freshmen also competed in the
tournament. Niki Crist ended up in 68th place
with a 265, while Heather Betts had a 265.
Sophomore Heidi McWilliams rounded out
the team with a 266.

Women's soccer gives up
first loss of the year
I he JMU women's soccer team went into
overtime with the 8th-ranked N.C. State on
Sunday, eventually losing 3-1.
The Dukes, who were ranked 16th in the
most recent poll, got a goal from sophomore
Anne Metzger with just under 20 minutes
remaining in regulation to tie the score at one,
and send the contest into the overtime period.
The Wolfpack tallied the winning goal 12
minutes into overtime handing JMU its first
defeat of the season. The Dukes' record now
stands at 4-1-1, and they will play at Radford
Wednesday.

Women's golf finishes 2nd
at Long wood Invitational
The JMU's women golf team finished second
at the Longwood Invitational held over the
weekend.
Longwood won the Invitational with a total
score of 633 while JMU finished with a 647. The
University of North Carolina at Wilmington
finished third with a tournament total 678.
JMU's Caley Jaynes posted a 73 and an 82
for a two day toal of 155. Christy Power had
scores of 75 and 84 for a total of 159. And
Heather Breeden carded an 85 and a 78 for a
final score of 163.
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JMUResulte
FOOTBALL
Sept. 19
Harrisonburg
JMU 38 Hofstra 6
Scoring summary:
JMU
7 24 7 0 —
Hofstra
0 0 0 6 —

38
6

7-1, Gay lord 9-4-0, Lyons 2-2-0.
Hofstra, Total 55-27-3
RECEIVING — JMU, McLeod
3-100, Anderson 5-99, Caggiano
2-26, Allen 2-3, Woolever 1-14.
Hofstra, Connolly 1-8, Morales
5-27, Colon 4^*4, Bccchetti 3-10,
Ablondi 3-20, Hagotsky 4-43,
Wright 2-19, Chrebet 1-10,
Scheidel 1-4, Smith 1-4,
Bollinger 1-9, McEachin 1-14.

Second Quarter
JMU — Williams 1 run (Weis
kick), 14: 20
JMU — McLeod 78 pass from
Williams (Weis kick), 11:49
JMU — Brown 6 run (Weis
kick), 9:05
JMU —FG Weis 28,5:23
Third Quarter
JMU — Sims 1 run (Weis kick),
8:41
Fourth Quarter
Hofstra — Harris 3 fumble return
(kick failed), 3:39
A—10,200
Team Statistics

JMU Hofstra
26
18
First downs
Rushing-yards
332
104
Passing yards
242
212
Fumbles-lost
1-1
2-2
Penalties-yards
10-104 9-72
Time of possession 36:16 23:44

623
632
633
635

James Madison:
HillMallory
Scott Graber
Pleasant Hughes
Brady O'Neill
Doug McCarthy

77-77—154
79-79—158
83-75 — 158
83-81 — 164
82-81 — 163

MEN'S SOCCER
Sept. 20
Harrisonburg

First Quarter
JMU — Caggiano 4 pass from
Williams (Weis kick), 11:45

7. Delaware
8. Navy
9. James Madison
10. St. Joseph's

James Madison
Delaware

2
0

2
0

SPORTS WATCH
4
0

Goals: JMU, Bennett 14:28,
Albrecht 44:12, Kankkunen
51:57, McSorley 80:05.
Assists: JMU, Sampson,
Mathewson, Bailey.
Shots on goal: JMU 27, Delaware
2.
Saves: JMU, O'Carroll 0, Bailey
0. Delaware, Pulcan 10.
Records: JMU 6-0-0, Delaware
0-4-0.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Sept. 20
Raleigh, N.C.

Tuesday, Sept. 22
Field Hockey: JMU at Virginia, 7
p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 23
Men's Soccer JMU at Virginia, 4
p.m.

Women's Soccer: JMU at
Radford, 7 p.m.
Volleyball: JMU at Radford.
Thursday, Sept. 24
Field Hockey: JMU at Richmond,
4 p.m.
Friday, Sept 25

James Madison
N.C. State

0
0

1—1
3 — 3

Goals: JMU, Metzger 71:31.
N.C. State, Anderson 56:09,
Cunningham 102:56, Craft
116:03.
Assists: N.C. State, Yankowski,
Anderson.
Shots on goal: JMU 7, N.C. State
13.

Saves: JMU, Donaldson 3, Carr
5. N.C. State, Bertocchi 2.
Records: JMU 4-1-1, N.C. State
5-2-0.

MEN'S GOLF

Individual Statistics

Sept. 18-19
Frederic ksburg

RUSHING — JMU, Sims 16108, Williams 15-97, Brown 940, Miles 9-46, McLeod 1-7,
Agee 1 -6, Bankins 5-6, Lopes 416, Gaylord 1-0. Hofstra, Beisel
4-67, Beccheui 4-18, Garay 2-9,
Wright 1-0, Lynch 1-1,
Cromortie 1-4, Hagofsky 1-5.
PASSING—JMU, Williams 13-

Hoya Invitational

Team Standings:
1. Princeton
. 602
2. George Mason
609
3.Xavier
611
4. Loyola
614
5. Seton Hall
616
6. William & Mary 618

Women's Tennis: JMU
Invitational Tournament.
Saturday, Sept. 26
Football: JMU at Youngstown
State, 7:30 p.m.
Men's Cross Country: JMU at
Great Meadow.
Women's Cross Country: JMU at
Georgetown Invitational.
Field Hockey: JMU vs. New
Hampshire (Charlottesville, VA).
Men's Soccer: JMU vs. Mount St.
Mary's, 2 p.m.
Women's Soccer JMU vs.
Temple, 4 p.m.
Men's Tennis: JMU Invitational
Tournament.
Women's Tennis: JMU
Invitational Tournament
Sunday, Sept. 27
Men's and Women's Tennis: JMU
Invitational Tournament.
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JMU blanks Blue Hens, prepares for UVa
by Drew van Esselstyn

Albrecht scored the next
JMU goal, a headball on
a cross from sophomore
Mark Mathewson at
44:12.
The Dukes came out
flat to begin the second
half, but got a wake up
call four minutes after the
intermission.
A sloppy pass from
junior defender K.P.
Wawrzyniak to senior
goalie Joe O'Carroll
almost led to a Blue Hen
goal. Delaware, however,
was called for a penalty
CINDY DICK/WE BREEZE
near the JMU goal.
Junior
Chris
Maltese
battles
with
a
host
of
Delaware
defenders.
Play got rough after
that, as both teams began to play the man instead of
without injuries," Martin said. "It's good to be able
the ball.
to play all those other guys."
Sampson was tripped inside the penalty box, and
JMU has beaten each of its last three opponents 4freshman Kaarlo Kankkunen followed with a goal
0. But Martin and his players know that their match
off the penalty kick.
up with Virginia will be different.
The Blue Hens then were caught off balance, as
"A lot will have to do with our mental approach,"
their defenders pushed too far up the field and were
Martin said. Virginia "won't give us chances, so we
burned for it.
have to take advantage of the ones we get."
JMU goalie Brian Bailey cleared the ball past
Johnston and Albrecht both echoed their coaches
midfield, and freshman forward Patrick McSorley
sentiments.
raced to a one-on-one situation that resulted in his
"We have a good attitude going in, and the team is
seventh goal of the season.
not overconfident," Johnston said.
Martin was able to play almost his entire team,
"No doubt it's a big game, and we'll be ready,"
and he felt that was a good chance to give all his
Albrecht said.
players experience.
Game time is 4 p.m. Wednesday in
"We're not going to go through the season
Charlottes ville.

staffv/riter
The eighth-ranked JMU men's soccer team played
its final tuneup for Wednesday's showdown with
top-ranked Virginia by downing Delaware 4-0
Sunday at the JMU soccer field.
"We played well enough to win," Dukes' head
coach Tom Martin said. "It could have been decided
earlier if we had finished some of our other
opportunities."
JMU upped its record to 6-0, and Delaware fell to
0-4.
"We didn't take advantage of all of our chances,"
senior captain Brian Albrecht said. "On Wednesday,
we need to pick our intensity up."
The Dukes finished the game with 27 shots on
goal, as compared with two for the Blue Hens.
JMU took control of the game from the opening
kickoff, and the majority of the game was played in
the Dukes' offensive side of the fie Id.
"They weren't as much of a threat as other teams
have been, and we did what we had to do," junior
defender Bob Johnston said. "Our heads weren't in
the game as much as we'll need to."
In the first 45 minutes, the Dukes were on the
attack, and the Blue Hens could not mount much of a
challenge to the Dukes' defense.
Ten minutes into the game, JMU senior Jeff Todd
took a feed from senior forward Ivan Sampson, but
the ball flew high over the goal.
More of the same followed, as JMU managed 14
shots on goal to the Blue Hens' one in the First half.
First half scoring came off the foot of sophomore
Brent Bennett at the 14:28 mark from 10 yards out.
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5-ltpiii;
; . .-.

expires S-M-M

_ .up?
Training on

.;

.:"■*:—::T: ~:'

Medium Pizza with 2
Toppings-$4.99
.-.#:: • not for livery.:
. expires 12/JfPi.'.;■ H • • .

The Focus On section of The Breeze is
looking for independent athletes — athletes
who train themselves. If you fit this
description, call X6127 and ask for Heather
orMJ.

, $125 for Is! topping
$1.00 for each add. topping
notfwde&erj-MptreliW:

Don't forget our lunch specials!
Mon. - Fri. 11 -2prn
778 E. Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA
434-5375

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
Sun. to Thur. - 1 lam-1 lpm
Fri. and Sat. - 1 lam-Midnight £j
Closed on Tue.

***««««****

♦■

JUST DO IT.
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THE FAR S\DE/Gary Larson

CALVIN & HOBEES/Bill Watterson
WHAT CHARACTER, ISSUE?.' I'VE
GOT GREAT CHARACTER.' I'VE. GOT
CHARACTER UP TO HERE '

PAUL GAUGUIN ASKED.
'WHENCE DO WE COME?
WHAT ARE WE ? WHERE
AREYJE GO\NG?"

THAT$ WHAT
WE HATE.

W QKLN T-lAW IS
A PRETERNATURAL
INTOLERANCE OF
PESVC* KIDS.

SA-H, WHO THE
HECK IS PAUL
GAUGUIN ANT WAV

WEIL, I DONT KNOW ABOUT
ANYONE ELSE, BUT I CAME
FRDW W ROOM, TM A WD
WITH BIG PLANS, AND I'M
GOING OUTS\DE.'
SEE1A LATER.'

\

I

I'LL BET I EVEM TAME tXJ
KNOW WW HAVE A DEPOSIT,
■m CAN THINK,
TOO GvJTS
DONT GET "OH m, ANOTHER
INM1TE0 TO TWO MINUTES AT
COLLEGE."
PARTIES.

EartypMatM

CHETAl/JoseM. Montes-Armenteros
I w/e/sir TO THREE.
^•PFERENT STOKES AND
I COULDNV FIND ANy
HARD &OILFD £^<i|S

V BErre^,

youR MOM
AND FINP OUT" WHERE
SHE &UYS HBRS
CAU-

.^j.AjS-yfci-j

MONDW, SEPTEMBER 21,1992"

FOR RENT
6l66Ci*fc»rettot«-8p*to»«a**».in
4-BR unlit. Fidy furnished. LMM Mm
negotiable. Cm Dorthr Rbehto, 4324641 or
Cmmomwm RoaaY 434-3977.
Two Ftawatt NMM - to share km 4-flfl
townhouee, futy tumwned, the works. Can
484-1178
h^iee for rem - Avaasbkt now. 34 BR, 2
b**. W/D, WAW carpel 581 riorwood, one
block Iron Clov.rl.al Shopping Center
LMS. through May or August. Shown by
appwntmeri Cat tor data*. Gam.
(703)538-2773.
1983 and June 1981. Furnished, AAXWrt?
dwhwather MM martarad Cal Juka. 898
5135.

FOR SALE
For l.i*. - Appatoota mare, 17 hand.,
taptrtoncod roan only. 2684060.
Buylna - Mlllng . M|octo4l Baseball,
Footbal, BatkMbaa. Hockiy - back iasu*
Comic*. Dukes Sportsctro*. 1427 South
IMn Stoat. Hanwonburg 433-OUKE
tor ath). Dow.

fcC*

•U Cilafcrky - 98,000 awes, AC. CC. auto,
good condeton. 433-7655
180-tU tow. 8350. Cal 2485537.

HELP WANTED
82S2J6 Sol 50 fumy, coatgt T-thktt 1
mate $252.50. No financial obagation A
*h-ttt program. Aug. OWN fat. 44 hrt
Choose hem 12 designs For iwrnafan cal
•oi hot 1-800-73*3286
Fomtb) tttatantt who would ft* to mako
Ml wakrotting aparty in bathing win.
Campoa Rapt wanted - Heatwave
Vacate*. Spring Brtak 1983. Tht boot rams
8 tha biggest commissions For mor.
Womwaon, cal 1-8X10-395-WAVE
Karetkt oparatora - mutt ba outgoing!
h*vtre*sbwtn*wporttltoft 4344367
Traval traal Sol Spring Broak tnpel Jamaica.
Cancun.
Bahamu, Florida! Boat
commissions/fastest to Iroa travail Sun
SpWjhToun, 1(800(426-7710.

HcmsiT
EXTRA INCOME MOW1
Envelope Slutting -16004800 avtry week
FraadataaiiSASElo
IntornatonaJ inc.
1358 Corny Hand Ave.
Brooklyn. Now York 11230

Welcome back JHU student specals - M
haircua. Monday - Friday 82Secourt waft
GoUHavalcard Cal Huatora, 433-1588
Eaeaao to Tho Country Piece - 40 matt
NW/Luray. Two BR, chalat. liraplaca.
mountain.; GW Fortat, canooing. fating;
I225rwookond; camp, 125/night, modorn
. (703)7434007.
Freshmen parking - Fmthman, bring
bra your
car to JMU off-campus parking lot
ot above
Haw* dorm. 25 tpactt awStk 8
Cal 4332128
Making a declolen about an unplanned
pmgntney worft bo easy. Feat. gk* yoursel
a kma time Look at al your options Com .1
the angles. Weigh tho proa and cons
careluly. About aif be honest w* yours*
Hemembar, the beet choice is tie one that's
right lor you. We otter family planning,
counseling and first trimester abortion
torvk^ because oo boleve a woman shoukl
lev. a he rang, or opeons available to her
Call us rl we can help, confidentially ol
count. Htgorttown Reproductive Health
Services; in Hagerctown, Maryland since
1979. (301)733-2400. Collect cab accepted
Sky dive! Come experience an incredible
adventure - skydiving - the ukanat* highl
Cal lor our into sheet with prices, directions,
etc. at Skydive Orange. (703)942-3871
Free Karate First 2 lessons free to now
sajdents who want to try tie JMU Madwl Arts
Club. 7:00 pm-9:30 pm Mondays and
Wednesdays. Godwm Hak. wrestling room,
8218 Cal 4344824 for Mawiwfil.

awhwawi CrlaeCreea HrhrM - 4 mortha old,
ir. 8300 rtogotabw. 432-0876.

Spring Break -88- 9aB trite, earn cash 8
go (reel Student Travel Services ■ now fume
campus repreearutives. Ski packages also
avaaacm. Cal 1(600)6484849:

Ritumst - custom wrinan, award-winmig
wnter/marketng speciaktt, typeeet 4344515

IBMPC-5 1/CdualdkKdrM.pnniar.word
pwctoting Angi, 4344763.

Attention - Excellent incerae lor home
aesembla work. (504)846-1700. Dapt P4806

DJRktctosedl For Greek weer 8 specialized
clothing, cal campus representative Adam
HuntatiS264.

Protact yeurserf - Personal, portable
security alarm.. Affordable. Cal Lou, 8965821.

Wanted - highly motivated person to ael
pagerwbeepor* on a straight commission
base Should make easy $48480 per sale
Plaaee send resume to Tem Demon, PO Bo*
832, Harrwonburg, VA 22891. Or*/ the very
proawslonQl neooappty.

Connintaw 871881 touring hybrid. 8500;
wind trakw, 150 Chris. 434441 r
Falaimg kama must tat To bam o8ar. Cal
4334711. BM XT. 8*0*3 1/2" HO 8 5 1AT
DO toppsM. 1200 modem. 10Mb drkm. color
mormor IBM PS/240.640K, ton 3 1/2" 00
ftoppiea, cotor monitor, 2400 modem. Hayee.
Ike-nee; JVC CD player, 4. oversarrptng
random play, programmable, .xc.ll.ni
1888 Dodge Col - 4-door. 5-opaad, air,
AM/FM/Cass, rear tend* damage, good
machar»calccfdton860a564-l5¥

Oreeka 8 Out* - Raiaa a cool $1000 in just
oneweekl Plus $1000 tor the member who
catsl And a tree headphone radto just lor
eating 1 (800)932-0528, US
AttanthMl Earn 828881 Students, Greeka.
Clubs earn free Spring Break tnpaher soring
' 8 trip* at your schooll SpringBreak

SERVICES
KanatttBooka
DJ

CalKevto,'

&Lt ■ Lwawawawawawa. Lwawawawaw. I

12-etring acoustic
coodniofiii, hardshell CIMT hard*/ play*d.
135*000,432-1201

Neww.an Underground Wed night, JokVs

Pub.
Oat Irnwkrotl SQA Sonma it etve A atjkjaa

CwimtutorSormtortl
Supplement your collage degree with
hands-on laadirship experience provided by
Army ROTC Cal Major Baylosa today ai

In a Hurry To Join A Qub?
SlopRuehlngl

Join FBLA-PBL Business
Society
iwifofniaMtOnwal M+wrtlng A pen
September 21, ZSH Q-2

PERSONALS
teaeerthlp a awnegemerd training oftored
to Freshman A Sophomores without
obligation. Cal Army ROTC. Major John
Bwiylfit eat BtHMt
Oet jreur recycling eine free I deevered to
you Cal 4344800

ATT RhtChre- Your Stotora maeyoul
See you Friday!
LeeWan-Oay-Brsexual leeueo - Harmony
rneoanaWod,Sapt23.7pm.Jtdmon101.
toewsaasi underground Wed. night Joker*
Pub.

AXP.tCI.zrA -Tho party i
the penaHes Thanks, A4>.
UtMswvOav-BfaoiuM loouea - Harmony
meeong Wed, Sept 23, 7 pm, Jackson 101

§5S
Adomtion-Christian chiktess couple Wet it
an R.N., plant to stay home with baby. We
can heto each other! Please cal Paul & Mary

(703)3694898.
Congrats to our new ZTA Sisters - Aimeo
artwl&AmyCoccaro!

AI I hNll6N SENIORS

Get (nvotvedl Do you know
Robert'* Rulee of Order? Become
a Partimentarian tor SGA.
Appllcatlone are available In
VYIne-Prioe Room 101.
Due Sept 28 by S pm.
Newt

i Underground Wed. right. Joker*

Pub.

What do you think your
class gift should be?

Commuter Senator applications are still
avaHbto jj Wtw-Prico Room 101.

The steering committee that
will decide is forming now.

Colonial Virginia Bike Trek - Oct. 2-4 in
Williamsburg. $25 registration * $275
pledget. Food, lodging & tntertainment
provided For details cal (703)434-LUNG

It you are interested in serving on
the Class of 1993s Senior
Challenge Steering Committee
contact Sven VanBaare, XB278
or com* to Room 122 Sormer Hall
Deadline is Oct. 1, 1992

TJ5TRT
F*H iwoft kranRtatiof) ft i
regarding the Investigation of
financing butawoo tppertunftJee 8
work « home opportunkioa, contact
the Better Buolnooo Bureo, Inc.
at
(800)83»4a»1

Seraeral k*t paw Mat chance to bo in The
Bkmttonal Sign up in MS. Room 216. 9 - 5
SarawplciumttBpOct2l

Don't forget to gat "cool" al the CS-L
Service & Uarwrshp Conference. Sat, Sept
26,9-5,WCC,Menan*w.$3wttiJMtJlir

Is your organization
"COOL?"
Come to the CS-L

■COOLCONFEREKKE"
Campus Outreach Opportunity League
Sat, Sept 26,9 - 5, WCC Mezzanine
$3 wth JMU JAC card
Shell. P. 8 the crew - Thanks for al your
hard work! You've done a fantastic jobl Love

you. A*.

Wha"* the ugaeat al them Bel
me - Toga, Toga. Togal Thank* for tho
fun. ATT.
PSI CHI The NaBonal Psychology
Honor Society it having an Open
Houee for all prospective member*.
You mu*t attend on one of these
dale* to be contiderwd for
membership - Sept. 23 or 24 at
6 pm in the Allegheny room.

Lesbian-Gay-Bisexus!
Issues
Ha r mon y - jwir, group
concerned with lesbian, Gay.
Blaexuat issues offer* a supportive
emaronment with discussion,
acttvibea 4 new ioeea for-92.
EVERYONE it welcome. Reese Join
us on WED., SEPT. 23
7PM
JACKSON 101

Let someone know you care.

Send a classified.
I BWBWBWBWBWBWBWBWBWBS
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MR. GATTI'S
FAST FEAST BUFFET
AVAILABLE DAILY
MON-FRI —11 A.M. - 2 P.M. 5:30 P.M. - 8:30 P.M.
SAT & SUN —11 A.M. - 4 P.M.
4 P.M.-8:30 P.M.-

-$3.99
-$4.29
—$3.99
-$4.29

No Coupons,
No Gimmicks,
Just the Best Pizza
At the Fairest Price.

FEATURING ALL YOU CAN EAT
PIZZA, PASTA & SALAD

$

5.53

$

6.45

$

433-0606
8.29
7.37
$

ONE TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS
Original or Pan Perfect

($7 price includes tax)
THREE TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS
Original or Pan Perfect

($8 price includes tax)
ONE TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS
Original or Pan Perfect

($9 price includes tax)
THREE TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS
Original or Pan Perfect

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or TYike-out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

($6 price includes tax)

